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Evans The British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher has died at

the age of 87. Known for her tough line against communism, she
made the fight against the Soviet state a defining issue during her

tenure. From the outset, she saw the conflict as a Cold War
struggle which had implications for the wider world, and the UK
and US remained locked in a continuous economic and military

arms race. Conservative backbencher Enoch Powell predicted the
creation of a ‘United Ireland’ if the British government did not

intervene in the civil conflict. From 1983 to 1989, Mrs Thatcher
fiercely resisted calls for a ceasefire and voiced fears that Irish

Republican forces could use the referendum on Ireland’s political
future as an excuse to delay an end to hostilities. In June 1984 she
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claimed that the British government had ‘no intention of relaxing
its attitude to Northern Ireland’, and a leaked cabinet memo
showed that the Prime Minister’s view of the situation had

changed little since she took office 18 months earlier. No truce
came, however, and the IRA exploded nearly 2,000 mortar bombs
and gun attacks against the UK and its agents. In 1985, three IRA
gunmen hijacked the ferry to Belfast and in July, the IRA executed

three British soldiers at the Dubya Pub. The soldiers were killed
because the Sinn Féin leadership wanted the IRA to seize British
soldiers and facilities, and it demanded the release of three IRA

hunger strikers in internment. In response, Mrs Thatcher ordered
a resumption of internment and then invoked the state of
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